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design, develop, and create
Lynne M. Reichentahl
Graphic Designer

Hello, my name is Lynne Reichentahl. I am a passionate graphic designer with over twentyeight years of experience at Yale University’s Printing & Publishing Services department
and Yale School of Management publication’s office. I have extensive graphic and web
design experience and am well-trained in the Adobe Illustrator, InDesign, Photoshop and
Dreamweaver programs.
I am very comfortable working in a creative environment with clients and helping them
achieve their design and printing needs. I have won numerous design and print awards
over the years and am currently an online student at Southern New Hampshire University
working toward a BA and, eventually, MFA, in Graphic Design and Media Arts.
In my spare time, I enjoy oil painting, long walks on the beach, visiting museums, many
outdoor activities and spending time with family and friends.
The following pages represent a very small sampling of my work over the years. The variety
of different pieces exhibit the broad range of my skills.
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THE SHULMAN LECTURES IN SCIENCE AND THE HUMANITIES

•

Spring 2017

Finzi-Contini Lecture
Spring 2016

OTHER MINDS

poster designs

Evensong

The Danger
of Writing
from the
‘Margins’

Poster designs for variety of lectures, special events, concerts,
conferences, and the like.

music of

April 13, 2017 · Noon
Yale Law School · Room 127
New Haven, Connecticut

On his inauguration day, President Trump published the issue brief “Standing
up for our Law Enforcement,” and promised to restore an atmosphere of “law
and order” In America. A group of 175 “Law Enforcement Leaders” responded
with a report urging Congress and the new Administration to consider strategies, “that work to reduce crime and to move away from outdated methods
that do not.”
Please join us for a panel that brings together four members of Law Enforcement
Leaders to discuss the tensions and possibilities that exist for law enforcement
in a Trump Administration.

david hill, conductor

Ron Davis

wednesday, february 22

alexandra horowitz

Former Director, U.S. Department of Justice, and Office of Community Oriented Policing Services (COPS);
Former Police Chief, East Palo Alto, California

Dean Esserman

peter godfrey-smith

Barnard College

CUNY/University of Sydney

what is it like to
be a dog?

paths to the evolution
of consciousness

wednesday, april 5
mark moffett

National Museum of
Natural History

social identity and
complexity in ant
and human societies

Former Police Chief, New Haven, CT; Former Police Chief, Providence,Rhode Island

wednesday, april 26

Friday, December 9
7:30 PM

Harvard University

mindful minds,
different brains:
historical reflections
on america’s love
affair with meditation

The Shulman Lectures are presented under the auspices of the Franke Program in Science and the Humanities, which is made possible by the generosity of Richard and Barbara Franke.

Jim Johnson

Image from http://www.bigstockphoto.com/

B

The Finzi-Contini Lectureship honors Bianca M. Finzi-Contini Calabresi, a scholar of European literature and a native of Ferrara who left fascist
Italy to establish herself in the United States. The lectureship was founded by her sons, the Honorable Guido Calabresi, Judge, U.S. Court of
Appeals for the Second Circuit, and Dr. Paul Calabresi.
PHOTO CREDIT: JOHN D. & CATHERINE T. MACARTHUR FOUNDATION

Lieder of Gustav Mahler

whitney humanities center · auditorium · 53 wall street · 5:00 pm

Tuesday, April 18 · 5:00 pm

Speaking of Babel: The Risks and Rewards of Writing about Polyglot Societies

Wednesday, April 19 · 10:15 am

Sprague Memorial Hall • 470 College St., New Haven

Whitney Humanities Center
Auditorium
53 Wall Street, New Haven

anne harrington

PHYSICS AND DANCE

Amitav Ghosh acclaimed Indian writer

Friday, September 23
5 pm
Christ Church · New Haven
85 Broadway

Wednesday, March 2 · 10:30 am
A conversation with
Dinaw Mengestu
Hazel Carby and Alice Kaplan

PANELISTS

Lunch will be served.
Please RSVP by April 11 to http://rsvp.law.yale.edu/

Yale Schola Cantorum

Tuesday, March 1 · 5 pm
Lecture

wednesday, february 15

Spring 2016

GEROLD HUBER
piano

The Justice Collaboratory

whitney humanities center · 53 wall street · room 208 · 5:00 pm

•

baritone

Journalist, Essayist, Novelist

Policing In the Age of Trump

THE SHULMAN LECTURES IN SCIENCE AND THE HUMANITIES

CHRISTIAN
GERHAHER

byrd, palestrina, and lobo

DINAW MENGESTU

A CONFERENCE ON

Finzi-Contini Lecture
Spring 2017

ya le i nstitute o f sac r e d mu s ic a n d ya le s c h o o l o f mu s ic p r e s e nt

wednesday, february 3

jonathan butterworth
University College London

Reading from his works

research at the energy
frontier: what, why,
and how?

Whitney Humanities Center · Auditorium · 53 Wall Street
Christ Church Evensong service is open to the public; there are no tickets
ism.yale.edu

Free; no tickets required. ism.yale.edu

The Finzi-Contini Lectureship honors Bianca M. Finzi-Contini Calabresi, a scholar of European literature and a native of Ferrara who left fascist
Italy to establish herself in the United States. The lectureship was founded by her sons, the Honorable Guido Calabresi, Judge, U.S. Court of
Appeals for the Second Circuit, and Dr. Paul Calabresi.

music.yale.edu

a

C

b

monday, february 15
yvonne rainer

Choreographer, Filmmaker,
and Writer

innovation in dance:
back and forth with
yvonne rainer

thursday, march 10

monday, march 28

University of Chicago

Choreographer, Performer,
Writer, and Educator

young-kee kim
an atom as an
onion

liz lerman

creative research:
crossing borders,
disciplines, and
domains

The Shulman Lectures are presented under the auspices of the Franke Program in Science and the Humanities, which is made possible by the generosity of Richard and Barbara Franke.
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d

Democratic Candidate for Governor of New Jersey; Former Prosecutor, Southern District of New York;
Former Undersecretary for Enforcement, U.S. Department of Treasury

Ronal Serpas
Former Police Superintendent, New Orleans, Louisiana; Former Police Chief, Nashville, Tennessee

A

CANADA
IN THE W RLD

Film introduced by

Yale Law School • 127 Wall Street, New Haven

Convened by

•

The Court in Canadian Constitutionalism

•

The Migration of Canadian Constitutionalism

•

Rights and Freedoms in the Constitution of Canada

“Memories of the Eichmann Trial”, a film directed by
David Perlov (Israel 1979, 2011, 65min)

Noa Steimatsky

THE RT. HON.
BEVERLEY MCLACHLIN, P.C.

April 12, 2016

Federalism and Pluralism in Canadian Constitutionalism

FILM SCREENING &
PANEL DISCUSSION

pre s e nts

BELIEF
AND BELONGING

Keynote Speaker

Chief Justice of Canada

•

j u da ic stu d ie s , f il m a nd m e d ia stu d ie s , a nd t he w hi t n ey hum an i t i e s ce n t e r pr e se n t

Whitney Humanities Center • Yale University • 53 Wall Street • Auditorium

Reconciling Legal Protection
for Religious Pluralism and LGBT Youth

A CONFERENCE TO MARK THE 150TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE CONSTITUTION OF CANADA

Comparative Perspectives on the Canadian Constitution

the 2016 tanner lectures on human values

The Chubb Fellowship
Timothy Dwight College
Yale University

2016–2017 JAMES A. THOMAS LECTURE

U.C. Berkeley

ARE THERE STILL TRACES?

INTERPRETING

Catherine Malabou

NON-VIOLENCE

Morgan Freeman

Kingston University

RICHARD ALBERT

Visiting Professor of Law and Canadian
Bicentennial Visiting Associate Professor
of Political Science

Tuesday, March 7 • 5:00 PM

Monday, March 6

DAVID CAMERON

4:30 PM

Professor of Political Science and Director
of the Yale Program in European Union Studies

a Yale Law School
b Whitney Humanities Center

WHITNEY HUMANITIES CENTER

c Whitney Humanities Center

Auditorium • 53 Wall Street

Faculty Lounge

d Yale Law School

Reception to follow

Shannon Price Minter

Funding support provided by The Whitney and Betty
MacMillan Center for International and Area Studies at Yale
and The Oscar M. Ruebhausen Fund at Yale Law School.

d

Legal Director of the National Center for Lesbian Rights
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e

Prof. Malabou’s talk is presented in conjunction
with the Humanities/Humanity faculty workshop “Transformations of Critical Theory.”

e Yale Law School
f

f Whitney Humanities Center

actor and producer
Life and Work

Roundtable with

Dudley Andrew
Seyla Benhabib

Wednesday, April 26

JUDITH BUTLER
University of California Berkeley

7:00 pm
Whitney Humanities Center

Why Preserve the Life of the Other?
wednesday, march 30 · 5 pm

Legal Violence: An Ethical
and Political Critique

Tuesday, November 8, 2011
Interview and Discussion • 4:30 pm
Woolsey Hall, 500 College Street

e

A Conversation with Judith Butler,
Paul North, and Jason Stanley
friday, april 1 · 10:30 am
The Tanner Lectures on Human Values were established by the American scholar, industrialist, and philanthropist Obert Clark Tanner, who hoped that these lectures
would contribute to the intellectual and moral life of humankind. Both lectures and the panel discussion are free and open to the public.

Margaret Olin

b Yale Institute of Sacred Music

Noa Steimatsky

c Whitney Humanities Center
d Whitney Humanities Center

Reception to follow

thursday, march 31 · 5 pm

free and open to the yale / new haven community

a Yale Institute of Sacred Music

Hannan Hever

For information, please contact Renee Reed at
(203) 432-0843 or renee.reed@yale.edu

f

e The Chubb Fellowship, Yale University

This film is courtesy
of Yad Vashem’s Visual
Center and IBA-Israel
Broadcasting Authority

f Whitney Humanities Center
g
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g Whitney Humanities Center
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La Comunidad Hispanic Theological Conference

justo l. gonzález ’61, phd

nora o. lozano, phd

daisy l. machado, phd

The Rev. Dr. González is a retired
member of the Río Grande Conference of the United Methodist
Church and ordained Methodist
clergy. His more than a hundred books, translated into ten
different languages, include the
three-volume A History of Christian Thought, and the two-volume The Story of Christianity. Dr.
Gonzalez was previously on the
faculty of the Candler School of
Theology at Emory University
and at the Evangelical Seminary
of Puerto Rico.

Dr. Lozano is Professor of
Theological studies at Baptist
University of the Américas,
and executive director and
co-founder of the Latina Leadership Institute in San Antonio,
Texas. Dr. Lozano is also part
of the Baptist World Alliance
Commission on Doctrine and
Christian Unity and was a
member of the Baptist World
Alliance delegation.

Dr. Machado serves as Professor of Church History at Union
Theological Seminary in the City
of New York. Dr. Machado is the
first U.S. Latina ordained in the
Christian Church (Disciples of
Christ) in 1981 in the Northeast
Region and has served inner
city congregations in Brooklyn,
Houston, and Fort Worth.

ing scored, folded and two-sided (6” x 7.5”) brochure. Hispanic Theological Conference included a 6” x 9” two-sided
save the date postcard, 11” x 17” posters, 9” x 6” program, name badges and speaker table tents.

1:00 pm Lecture in English

please post

2:00 pm Lecture in English

Dr. Justo Gonzalez

3:00 pm Bilingual Lecture

Author, Yale Divinity School Alumni

Designs for multiple-piece projects. Elm Institute was an Annual Report booklet (24 page, 8.5” x 11”) with a match-

For information about this conference or to register, please visit our website at http://divinity.yale.edu/news/grass-brown
or email us at sergio.buezos@yale.edu.

La Comunidad Hispanic Theological Conference

yale divinity school

conference keynote speakers

summer
seminars
During the summer, we host a series of
intensive seminars that give advanced undergraduates and graduate students the opportunity to delve into topics at the heart
of Elm’s interests. Each seminar is teamtaught by scholars who are experts in their
field, including members of Elm’s staff and
fellows of the Elm Institute.
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other events
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supporting student groups
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summer seminars

contact information
http://www.elminstitute.org
info@elminstitute.org
tel: (475) 441-7199
129 Church Street, Suites 500-502
New Haven, Connecticut 06510
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17

elm institute calendar of events
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table talk

discussion series

elm-in-the-city

The name of the Elm Institute honors the rich history of our
home, the City of New Haven, which earned the nickname
“the Elm City” after it became the site of the first public tree
planting program in the United States. Through projects like
these citizens sought to beautify the city and make a lasting
contribution to the quality of civic life. Our name reminds
us of their efforts and encourages us to pursue our inquiries
with both a sense of history and an eye toward the common
good. Our offices are located at 129 Church Street in New
Haven, across the Green from Yale University.

Our Table Talk series provides Yale students with the opportunity to participate in conversations with professors outside
of the context of their formal studies. The events begin with
the faculty guests describing what drew them to their chosen
discipline. This talk is then followed by a free-flowing conversation over dinner.

Throughout the academic year, Elm hosts discussion series
intended to promote dialogue and debate about important
topics, with a particular focus on topics related to ethics and
economic life. Past topics have included “Inequality and Its
Discontents” and “Meaningful Work and the Meaning of
Leisure.” These series provide an opportunity to explore questions of the utmost importance and aim to foster habits of
informed and civil discussion that students will carry with
them into their post-graduation lives.

Elm-in-the-City is a series of salons held every four to six
weeks throughout the academic year in New York City. These
events provide intellectual stimulation and fellowship for
recent Yale graduates and other friends of the Elm Institute.
Events in the series typically feature a talk or presentation by
a young scholar or artist, followed by a period of discussion.
Refreshments are provided and there is ample opportunity
to socialize before and after the formal part of the evening
programming.

venture advisory board member directory
PITCH Venture Advisory Board Meeting
June 8, 2017

b

During the summer, we host a series of
intensive seminars that give advanced undergraduates and graduate students the opportunity to delve into topics at the heart
of Elm’s interests. Each seminar is teamtaught by scholars who are experts in their
field, including members of Elm’s staff and
fellows of the Elm Institute.

contact information
http://www.elminstitute.org
info@elminstitute.org
tel: (475) 441-7199
129 Church Street, Suites 500-502
New Haven, Connecticut 06510
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our home: new haven

table talk

discussion series

The name of the Elm Institute honors the rich history of our
home, the City of New Haven, which earned the nickname
“the Elm City” after it became the site of the first public tree
planting program in the United States. Through projects like
these citizens sought to beautify the city and make a lasting
contribution to the quality of civic life. Our name reminds
us of their efforts and encourages us to pursue our inquiries
with both a sense of history and an eye toward the common
good. Our offices are located at 129 Church Street in New
Haven, across the Green from Yale University.

Our Table Talk series provides Yale students with the opportunity to participate in conversations with professors outside
of the context of their formal studies. The events begin with
the faculty guests describing what drew them to their chosen
discipline. This talk is then followed by a free-flowing conversation over dinner.

Throughout the academic year, Elm hosts discussion series
intended to promote dialogue and debate about important
topics, with a particular focus on topics related to ethics and
economic life. Past topics have included “Inequality and Its
Discontents” and “Meaningful Work and the Meaning of
Leisure.” These series provide an opportunity to explore questions of the utmost importance and aim to foster habits of
informed and civil discussion that students will carry with
them into their post-graduation lives.

elm-in-the-city

The Elm Institute is an academic initiative
Elm-in-the-City is a series of salons held every four to six
located in New Haven, Connecticut. Our
weeks throughout the academic year in New York City. These
research and educational programs deal
events provide intellectual stimulation and fellowship for
with questions of deep human concern
recent Yale graduates and other friends of the Elm Institute.
which cut across the traditional boundaries
Events in the series typically feature a talk or presentation by
of academic disciplines, with a particular
a young scholar or artist, followed by a period of discussion.
focus on questions related to the sources
Refreshments are provided and there is ample opportunity
and uses of wealth in society. We aspire
to socialize before and after the formal part of the evening
to contribute to the strengthening of civil
programming.
society through the cultivation of thoughtful
and courageous citizens.

dr. justo Lal.Comunidad
gonzález
Hispanic Theological Conference
dr. nora lozano • dr. daisy machado

agenda

Welcome

The Grass is Brown
on this Side of the Fence

p itc h V e ntu r e a d Vis o ry B o ar d me e ting • j u ne 8 , 20 17
10:00–10:20 am

Welcome Craig Crews, PhD

12:15–1:00 pm

10:20–10:50 am

Domillin: Dominate Gram Negative
Infections Mark Plummer, PhD

mixer and Lunch with morning
Founder teams

1:00–1:30 pm

10:50–11:05 am

Methylzyme: Cancer Epigenetics Meets
Immunology Qin Yan, PhD

ILuminance: Restoring Barrier Function
in Colitis Richard Flavell, PhD, FRS

1:30–2:00 pm

11:05 –11:20 am

Activating the Host Antiviral Response
James Cole, PhD

sneak peeks into earLy-stage
pitch projects

11:20–11:30 am

Break

11:30–11:45 am

Sidera Medicine: Developing Precision
Medicines to Eradicate Aggressive Cancers
Jesse Rinehart, PhD and Farren Isaacs,
PhD

Kyle Hadden, PhD and Dmitry
Korzhnev, PhD Novel Small Molecules
that Inhibit Translesion Synthesis in Cancer,
presented by Chris Fanger and Naren
Gummudipundi Dayanan

12:00–12:15 pm

dr. justo l. gonzález La Comunidad Hispanic Theological Conference
dr. nora lozano • dr. daisy machado

La Comunidad Hispanic Theological Conference

Dr. Justo Gonzalez

April 22, 2016 • 12:30 – 5:30 pm
Yale Divinity School
New Haven, Connecticut
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nora o. lozano, phd

1:00 pm Lecture in English

Author, Yale Divinity School Alumni

daisy l. machado, phd

please post

Author, Yale Divinity School Alumni

2:00 pm Lecture in English

Union Theological Seminary

Dr. Machado serves as ProfesThe Rev. Dr. González is a retired
Dr. Lozano is Professor of
reading
the bible from
our own perspective
reading the bible from our own perspective
sor of Church History at Union
member of the Río Grande ConTheological studies at Baptist
ference of the United Methodist

University of the Américas,

Theological Seminary in the City
of New York. Dr. Machado is the
first U.S. Latina ordained in the
Christian Church (Disciples of

April 22, 2016 • 12:30 – 5:30 pm
Yale Divinity School
New Haven, Connecticut

Christ) in 1981 in the Northeast
Region and has served inner
three-volume A History of Chrisof the Baptist World Alliance
city congregations in Brooklyn, Please register for the conference using the following website: http://divinity.yale.edu/news/grass-brown
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Please
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La Comunidad Hispanic Theological Conference
Theology at Emory University
and at the Evangelical Seminary
of Puerto Rico.

Please register for the conference using the following website: http://divinity.yale.edu/news/grass-brown

yale divinity school

yale divinity school

Sergio Buezo

For information about this conference or to register, please visit our website at http://divinity.yale.edu/news/grass-brown
or email us at sergio.buezos@yale.edu.
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New Haven, Connecticut
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reading the bible from our own perspective

Marcus Bosenberg, MD, PhD, Karen
Anderson, PhD and William Jorgensen,
PhD Small Molecule Epigenetic Inhibitors
to Treat Cancer, presented by Yulia
Surovtseva and Denton Hoyer

11:45 am–12:00 pm Dovetail Therapeutics: Removing Stress
from the Equation
Michael Lynes, PhD

Yale Divinity School
409 Prospect Street
New Haven, Connecticut 06511

keynote speakers
yale divinity
school

The Grass is Brown
on this Side of the Fence

reading the bible from our own perspective
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Dr. Nora Lozano

EXPERIENCE THE ART OF TRUE RELAXATION

Baptist University of the Americas
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1:00 pm Lecture in English

Cristina Vargas

The Rev. Dr. González is a retired
member of the Río Grande Conference of the United Methodist
Church and ordained Methodist
clergy. His more than a hundred books, translated into ten
different languages, include the
three-volume A History of Christian Thought, and the two-volume The Story of Christianity. Dr.
Gonzalez was previously on the
faculty of the Candler School of
Theology at Emory University
and at the Evangelical Seminary
of Puerto Rico.

Dr. Lozano is Professor of
Theological studies at Baptist
University of the Américas,
and executive director and
co-founder of the Latina Leadership Institute in San Antonio,
Texas. Dr. Lozano is also part
of the Baptist World Alliance
Commission on Doctrine and
Christian Unity and was a
member of the Baptist World
Alliance delegation.

Yale Divinity School
La Comunidad – Event Coordinator

It’s time to toast the
couple-to-be.
Please join us for
some revelry!

716 Amethyst Bay Boulevard
St. Thomas, Virgin Islands
TEL 866-323-7070
www.amethystbayresort.com
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Jen and Dave

3:00 pm Bilingual Lecture

nora o. lozano, phd

EXPERIENCE
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R E L A X AT I O N

c

yale divinity school

La Comunidad Hispanic Theological Conference

daisy l. machado, phd

please post

2:00 pm Lecture in English

Dax Crocker

Dr. Machado serves as Professor of Church History at Union
Theological Seminary in the City
of New York. Dr. Machado is the
first U.S. Latina ordained in the
Christian Church (Disciples of
Christ) in 1981 in the Northeast
Region and has served inner
city congregations in Brooklyn,
Houston, and Fort Worth.

Yale Divinity School
La Comunidad – Chaplain

For information about this conference or to register, please visit our website at http://divinity.yale.edu/news/grass-brown
or email us at sergio.buezos@yale.edu.
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An ancillary goal has been the cultivation of faculty and
administration relationships. The Elm Institute seeks to be a
constructive partner in rebuilding some of the foundations of
American higher education. We have spent time and resources
reaching out (successfully) to Sterling Professors, College
Admissions Directors, Law School Deans, and other major
stakeholders at the University. Continuing to deepen and grow
these relationships remains an essential task moving forward. These
relationships have not come at the expense of our robust student
outreach. In fact, the two pursuits have reinforced each other as
faculty and students enjoy sharing quality time together outside the
classroom, something that Elm has been happy to facilitate.
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thoughtful and courageous citizens.
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boundaries of academic disciplines, with a particular focus on questions related to the sources and uses
of wealth in society. The Elm Institute aspires to strengthen civil society through the cultivation of

The main goal in the first year of operations was to establish
the central intellectual mission of the Institute. Our organizing
themes and questions fall clearly within the domain of what
used to be called political economy, though since that term is no
longer in widespread use we often refer to our primary focus as
being ethics and economics. We have found that both students
and faculty recognize this to be an area in which there are many
important questions that are often neglected in the formal studies
of Yale’s undergraduates (our primary constituency). We have
been pleased with the exclusively positive feedback by the faculty
who have learned about the Institute, either through direct
involvement with our work or through word of mouth from
their students and colleagues.

p tch

The Elm Institute is an academic initiative located in New Haven, Connecticut. Our research and
educational programs deal with questions of deep human concern which cut across the traditional

The Elm Institute is an academic initiative
located in New Haven, Connecticut. Our
research and educational programs deal
with questions of deep human concern
which cut across the traditional boundaries
of academic disciplines, with a particular
focus on questions related to the sources
and uses of wealth in society. We aspire
to contribute to the strengthening of civil
society through the cultivation of thoughtful
and courageous citizens.
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Saturday, September 20
4:00 pm

a Yale Divinity School

85 Scenic Court
Cheshire, CT
Bring your favorite bottle as a gift!

b

b Freelance Invitation and Wine Tag

Please leave a note for
Jen and Dave on the flip side!

[5]

c	Southern New Hampshire University
Project

invitations
Printed and electronic invitations I have designed over the years. The Wilbur Cross Medalists invitation was a
personalized, email-merged, with a link to RSVP). The 60s style birthday bash was a fun, two-sided, barrel-folded
card. The Newport wedding invitation included multiple coordinated pieces.

JOIN US!
Yale School of Medicine Reception at the
Pediatric Academic Societies Meeting

An invitation for xxxxxxx and xxxxxxxxxxx

Saturday, April 30, 2016

lynn cooley, Dean of the Yale Graduate School of Arts and Sciences, requests the pleasure

•

8:30 – 10:30 PM

•

Hilton Baltimore, 401 West Pratt Street

of your company in celebrating the Wilbur Lucius Cross Medalists for 2016.

Greetings from Yale!

Tuesday
September 22, 2016
7 PM

I invite you to join us at the Pediatric Academic Societies Meeting for a dessert
reception welcoming all Yale Pediatric Alumni, including current and former
Pediatric residents, fellows, and faculty.

Dress in your best hippie gear
and remember to park across the street.

Cocktails and Dinner
Presentation of Medals

b

Saturday, April 30 • 8:30 – 10:30 PM
Brent Room at the Hilton Baltimore

Yale Center for British Art, 1080 Chapel Street, New Haven, Connecticut

wilbur cross
medalists 2016

I hope you will be with us when we gather to see old and new friends, exchange
stories, and enjoy delicious desserts and beverages.

arend lijphart
1963 PhD – Political Science

a

GET YOUR GROOVE ON

LYNNE’S 60TH

BASH

ira mellman
1978 PhD – Genetics
arthur j. nozik
1967 PhD – Chemistry

4

08.20.16 * 7:30

CHESHIRE, CONNECTICUT

eleanor jane sterling
1983 BA, 1993 PhD
Anthropology / Forestry and Environmental Studies

RSVP 203.215.2468
Dress in your best hippie gear
and remember to park across the street.

The favor of a reply is requested by September 12 to jessica.rostow@yale.edu or by phone to Jessica at (203) 432-1949.

Warmest wishes,
Clifford W. Bogue, MD

recipe for allison’s kitchen

Professor and Interim Chair
Department of Pediatrics, Yale School of Medicine

allison

Chief Medical Officer
Yale-New Haven Children’s Hospital
For more information please email cornelia.evans@yale.edu or lisa.grivalsky@yale.edu

Please share your favorite recipe with Allison and bring it with you to the shower!

c

saturday • may 5, 2012 • noon
The home of Terry Conelias • 85 Scenic Court • Cheshire, CT

Please RSVP by April 27 to Terry (203) 271-2998 or Lynne (203) 271-0868

GET YOUR GROOVE ON

LYNNE’S 60TH

a

[6]

BASH

08.20.16 * 7:30

CHESHIRE, CONNECTICUT

RSVP 203.215.2468

a Yale Graduate School of Arts and Sciences
b Freelance Invitation

Allison and Jonathan are registered at Macy’s, Crate & Barrel and Honeyfund.
Please check out their registry websites at

a Freelance Wedding Invitaiton

http://reichentahlandconelias.ourwedding.com/ and
http://www.honeyfund.com/wedding/jonathanandallison

b Freelance Bridal Shower Invitation and Card

b

[7]

c Evite for Yale School of Medicine Event
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Proper use of the Upper Crust Bakery logo. Do not horizontally or vertically scale
this logo.
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Official color palette for the Upper Crust Bakery logo. Do not vary from
the color pallette shown.
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A studio that offers you more.

It never gets easier. You just get stronger.
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blavatnik Fund for Innovation at Yale
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Lynne M. Reichentahl Graphic Designer
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a

blavatnik Fund for Innovation at Yale

Innovation to Impact:
Bridging the gap between life science research and biomedical products

bl a

Lynne Reichentahl

•

UP P E R C RUST BAK E RY

Background colors are permissible. However, you must use colors from the
palette above and always maintain good contrast between the background and
the logo to ensure legibility. Never print it against or dropped out of a “busy”
background that compromises its visibility.

BREADS • MUFFINS • PASTRIES

Logo Portfolio

45C 60M 75Y 35K
110R 81G 59B

45C 60M 75Y 35K
110R 81G 59B

d
Letterhead (actual size is 8.5” x 11”)

Business Card (actual size is 3.5” x 2”)

#10 Envelope (actual size is 9.75” x 4.48”)
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for innovation
at yale
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85 WATER STREET
BROOKLYN, NEW YORK 11201
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MUFFINS

•

Now accepting proposals

PASTRIES

Pierre Hermé, Executive Chef

85 WATER STREET

BROOKLYN, NEW YORK 11201

•

•

TEL 718.852.0200

www.u ppe rc r u st ba k e r y.c om

Wednesday • November 30, 2016: Deadline for pre-proposals
Pilot grants: up to $100,000
Development grants: up to $300,000
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BREADS

•

MUFFINS

•

PASTRIES

Pierre Hermé, Executive Chef
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BREADS

•

MUFFINS

•
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85 WATER STREET

85 WATER STREET
BROOKLYN, NEW YORK 11201

85 WATER STREET

•

BROOKLYN, NEW YORK 11201

•

•

BROOKLYN, NEW YORK 11201

•

entrepreneurship across yale

TEL 718.852.0200

www.u ppe rc r u st ba k e r y.c om

entrepreneurship across yale

• Research addresses important unmet need
• Strong indication of commercial interest

a Yale School of Forestry & Environmental Studies

• Technology is near a “value inflection point”

b Freelance, Sikorsky Aircraft

• Technology is patentable with freedom to operate

TEL 718.852.0200

w w w.u p p e rc r u s t b ak e r y.c o m

U PPER CRU ST BA KERY

Project selection criteria:

c Yale School of Public Health Seal

• Engaged, committed principal investigator
•

11

UPPER CRUST BAKERY

•

U PPER CR U ST B A KERY

12

•

a Southern New Hampshire University Project

Entrepreneurship Across Yale

[8]

d Personal Logo Identity

Learn more and apply at ocr.yale.edu/accelerator/blavatnik-fund

13

e

entrepreneurship across yale

the blavatnik fund is managed by the office of cooperative research

[9]

e Yale Entrepreneurship Institute
f Freelance Logo
g

g Yale Office of Cooperative Research

Zika Linked to More Than Microcephaly
In addition to microcephaly, a condition marked by an abnormally small head in

Annual reports, brochures and web designs

newborns and widely linked to the Zika outbreak in Brazil, congenital Zika infection may also be linked to hydrops fetalis (abnormal accumulation of fluid in fetal
compartments), hydranencephaly (almost complete loss of brain tissue), and fetal
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New Dean Named at YSPH
Dr. Sten H. Vermund, a professor

Chemicals Found in Hydraulic Fracking
are Potentially Toxic

of pediatrics, medicine, health pol-

Many of the chemicals found in hydraulic fracking fluids and the waste-

icy, and obstetrics and gynecology

water created by fracking pose potential threats to human health. YSPH

at Vanderbilt University, has been

researchers evaluated data on 1,021 chemicals used in fracking. A total

named by President Peter Salovey

of 157 substances—chemicals such as arsenic, benzene, cadmium,

and School of Medicine Dean Dr.

lead, formaldehyde, chlorine, and mercury—were associated either

Robert J. Alpern as the next dean

with developmental or reproductive toxicity.

of the Yale School of Public Health.
His term will begin Feb. 1, 2017.

Distinctions
In-Plant Graphics Magazine cover story (May 2012)
Yale Office of Sustainability Certificate of Outstanding Recognition

Vermund was the vice president

water supplies with toxic chemicals. The wastewater produced by

for global health at the Vanderbilt

fracking could be even more toxic than the fracking fluids themselves.

ceived his M.D. from Albert Einstein College of Medicine and
a recent town hall meeting at YSPH, Vermund said he was
honored to become the next dean and wanted to build on the
many accomplishments of Paul Cleary, the school’s current
dean. “I think that we are in an excellent position to take the

Arts & Media related
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Education
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Consulting

11.6%

11.0%

14.6%
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Increased Opportunities and Student Engagement
Based on job posting data, overall arts related opportunities have demonstrated a consistent growth
pattern over the last three years. The upward trajectory began with 350 arts-related postings in 2013-14
and has extended to a new high of 433 posted arts opportunities through August 15 of this year.
Of particular interest is the movement in student applications over the past three years. The downturn
in 2014-15 aligns with a state of transition in OCS; however, in Fall ’15 the office re-established
communication channels with students and student-led organizations throughout the arts community.
The result was a significant increase to 1,068 arts related student applications through August.
arts industry opportunity and application (yearly 8/15 – 8/14)

Russel Cohen ’17
Film Studies Major and
President of Bulldog
Productions

An important component in student engagement has been the
extension of career advising for arts career focused students. The
same channels that helped drive an increase in student applications,
have improved student awareness of the OCS arts oriented resources,
resulting in a dramatic increase in career advising.
student
engagement

academic
year
2014-2015

academic
year
2015-2016

percent
change

Arts Advising

18

185

928% increase

Sessions

1000
800
600

YPPS is the Yale expert when it comes to delivering custom media
solutions by way of print, design, digital media, and mailing services.

I had an excellent
experience consulting with
the Arts Advisor in the
Office of Career Strategy
this past year. He always
provided thoughtful
advice and suggestions
- ranging from technical
advice on LinkedIn to
comments on job postings
to senior thesis guidance
- and it was clear to me
that he understands the
process of looking for jobs
in the film industry and he
empathizes with students
in such a position. While
my eventual summer jobs
did not come from OCS
postings, the Arts Advisor
was with me every step of
the way as I figured things
out, and his support was
immensely appreciated.

OCS Arts Programming
In developing a series of OCS-driven programs, we focused first
on expanding partnerships with other arts programs offered across
campus. It was important that we increase our awareness of this
supplemental programming in order to advertise these events and
target our own programming to any existing gaps. Through this
process we were able to publicize 25 career arts oriented events
through the OCS newsletter, OCS Arts emails, and communication
with faculty and student led organizations resulting in an estimated
attendance of 685 students at these events. At the same time OCS
focused on 8 specific events, yielding an estimated attendance
of 230 students.
Highlights of our co-sponsored programs included multiple events
developed with the faculty led Digital Media Center for the Arts
(DMCA), the student led Yale Drama Coalition (YDC), and the
student led Yale Film Alliance. Two of our best attended events
were an expansion of the YDC sponsored careers in theater series

1200

next step.”

344 Winchester Avenue
Tel 203.432.6560 · Fax 203.432.3821

RSV Vaccine Best on Younger Children

• Large format printing (posters)

28

2

4

The 2015-16 Yale Treks Program included activities such as:

China – Qingdao

1

n/a

China – Shanghai

9

4

Hong Kong

9

10

Japan

2

n/a

Malaysia

n/a

4

Singapore

6

5

Taiwan

2

1

africa
Ghana
Uganda

3
3
2

asia

28

China – Beijing

6
2
2
2

australia

2

1

europe

35

34

Belgium

8

9

Denmark

n/a

2

Germany

2

1

Greece

4

4

Spain
The Netherlands

22

8

South Africa

5

3

n/a

1

UK - London

11

12

UK - Oxford

5

2

middle east

9

8

Israel

7

5

Jordan

2

3

south america

17

13

Argentina

13

10

Brazil

4

3

north america

1

1

Mexico

1

1

Yale Treks; mock interviews; student organization collaboration;
and employer office hours.
With rapidly changing developments in recruiting and a heavier
reliance on recruiting technologies, such as virtual interviews,
OCS strives to be at the forefront of these trends and ensure we
represent the best interests of our students. One such example, is
the adoption of the Public Service/Public Interest exception, an
initiative to allow Yale students more time to pursue opportunities
in public service before having to commit to a private sector
position. This new OCS policy states:

·· Introduction to school model and shadowing of teachers at Success Academy Charter Schools
·· Presentation at S&P Ratings about what it takes to work for a leading provider of credit research

The Office of Career Strategy has implemented a policy in which
Yale students may request that a for-profit employer extend the
deadline to accept the employer’s offer until as late as April 1 if
the candidate is actively pursuing positions with public interest,
government organizations, or a national fellowship award.
Candidates may hold open only one offer in such circumstances.

·· Meeting and participating in an informal conversation with the CEO of Khan Academy
·· Presentation and Q&A with the Talent Acquisition team at Grey Advertising
·· Shadowing traders and business managers at Bunge as they advised customers on the commodities
and foreign exchange markets
The feedback on this program remains extremely strong with participating employers citing the Yale
Trek Program as a great way to meet students and brand their organization at Yale, and students
reporting a better understanding of the organization, and the roles available within that organization.
Future plans include greater collaboration with student groups and the development of a marketing
campaign to increase students’ awareness and participation for the 2017 program.

In the year ahead, the Employer Relations team within OCS looks
forward to further enhancing this strong employer base to ensure
alignment with students’ interests.

Yale Artist Apprenticeships
As a new initiative, the Spring ’16 Artist Apprenticeship program was created to provide short-term
opportunities within industries underserved by the more traditional internship model, our pilot
program focused on the visual arts. In coordination with the School of Art, OCS offered 13 artist and
arts studio engagements over Spring Break that resulted in 20 student applications. Of the 9 offers
made, 5 were ultimately accepted by the students. The other 4 were turned down due to the difficult
financial burden of commuting and residing near the artists, many in and around New York. Five of
the spring break opportunities were rolled into longer-term summer internship engagements.
The pilot can be considered a success in terms of the engagement of faculty and their artist peers;
however, the program will only become sustainable, and fully viable to students regardless of
individual financial conditions, if funding can be made available to help support the expense to
student participants.

23

28

Boutique Consulting
Boutique Finance

employers
17
18

yale college

gsas/
postdocs

137

20

98

21

19

35

3

38

Engineering

21

213

57

270

(Chemical/Electrical/Environmental/
Mechanical)

17

88

11

A diverse group (45 in total)

2,200 different customers

• Mailing and postage

• YPPS Operations, with 45 employees, is a cost recovery internal service

• 30 Clerical & Technical

11,200 annual jobs

provider competing against outside suppliers. YPPS handles $6.8 million
of the estimated $10.6 million annual Yale print spending.
• YPPS Publishing Services Center specializes in design, print and
mail advisory services to help Yale customers get the best product for
the best cost.

• Copier rental/PaperCut

YPPS provides award winning products and services to Yale students,

• Printer management

faculty and staff. For 44% of the jobs, this is accomplished within 48 hours.

• Offset printing

99

YPPS saves money ($2+ million annually) through its consolidated

print operations, negotiated vendor contracts and mail and copy services.

Government

14

95

11

106

Healthcare Consulting

11

51

19

70

The departments are the beneficiary of these savings as they do not

Law/Legal Services

11

86

1

87

accrue to YPPS.

Non-profit

19

100

1

101

36*

69*

5*

74*

totals

190

1,033

160

1,193

44%
of jobs in less than

* Represents numbers from two start-up events.

Industry Networking Events
During the 2015-16 academic year, OCS organized 12 industry
specific networking events as a way to facilitate career related
connections between students and employer representatives from
various industry sectors. In total, approximately 1,200 students
attended these events and approximately 200 organizations were
represented.

On-Campus Recruiting Program
Through Yale’s On-Campus Recruiting Program (OCR), students meet and interview with employer
representatives for full-time jobs and/or internship opportunities in various sectors. This program
is primarily a tool for large organizations that can anticipate their hiring needs 8-10 months in advance.
Participating organizations from the 2015-16 recruiting season included firms from the financial services
sector (43%), firms from the consulting sector (24%), and an additional 4-5 employers from each of the
following sectors; communications, education, legal, real estate and technology.

These networking events have been well received by both students
and employers, as they allow for in depth one-on-one conversations
at venues across campus. Students gain exposure to career paths
and available opportunities across a multitude of fields and
organizations, and employer representatives from both the public
and private sectors are afforded a cost-effective way to build their
brand on campus and recruit Yale talent.

OCS maintains strong relationships with participating OCR organizations with the vast majority of
these firms interviewing and hiring Yale talent every year. In addition, 22 new employers recruited on
campus this past season offering additional opportunities for students to consider analytical, business
development, research, risk management and strategy type roles.

t he nu m b e r s

YPPS is composed of two operating units:

72

Start-up

ou r staf f

• Stationery & business cards

• Variable data printing

119

7

Education

Engineering

11

157

Consumer Products, Marketing &
Media

(Software/Computer Science)

61

total
students

way to reduce the rate of Alzheimer’s disease. The YSPH study is
the first to link brain changes related to Alzheimer’s disease to a
psychosocial risk factor.
Based on the MRIs of dementia-free subjects, researchers found that
participants who held more negative beliefs about aging showed a
greater decline in the volume of the hippocampus, a part of the brain
crucial to memory. Reduced hippocampus volume is an indicator

of Medicine, Yale University and The Global Institute for Health and
Human Rights of the State University of New York at Albany have
launched collaborative efforts to aid medical students in Syria so they
can continue their educations in a country decimated by war.
Some Syrian students are forced to study in basements and bunkers,

preloaded with medical information, such as anatomy and histology.

vaccine might be best administered. The findings indicate that focusing vaccination

ove rvi e w

• Bindery and finishing
industry event

both during and after their move to ensure that they maintain good
health despite the temptations of big city life.

decrepit, could offer a

YSPH researchers used predictive modeling studies to evaluate how a potential

a

• Newsletters, invitations, brochures,

• Fulfillment

Yale Treks Program
In an effort to expose students to a wide range of career functions, OCS again collaborated with
employers across an array of industry sectors to organize Yale Treks over Spring Break. These shortterm experiences varied from shadowing experiences to educational sneak-peaks into the day-to-day
work of various professionals. The 24 participating employers represented the advertising, consulting,
communications, consumer products, education, finance and technology industries. A total of 26
students submitted 55 applications, and 17 students participated.

goal of the research is to identify ways to support young migrants

liefs about aging, such
as elderly people are

to children under the age of five.

Yale brand “police”

material, etc.

summer 2016 interns

substance abuse and engaged in HIV-risk behavior. The long-term

combatting negative be-

A vaccine for respiratory syncytial virus, or RSV, has the greatest impact when given

books, stationery, conference

summer 2015 interns

moved from hometowns where homophobia and discrimination were
present to New York City, they experienced mental health issues,

disease, suggesting that

orative response includes making online learning available to future medical professionals in Syria. There are also plans to send tablets

• Digital Printing (black & white, color)

• Scanning and document management

location

ter health problems. YSPH researchers found that when these men

have brain changes associated with Alzheimer’s

always in small groups, to avoid aerial bombardments. Yale’s collab-

• Print procurement/outsourcing
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